ignioTM
Cognitive Procurement

WHY do you need ignio cognitive procurement?
It saves time, money and improves the overall effectiveness of the procure to pay
process. This provides actionable insights resulting in better decision making.

Process before ignio – Took weeks, there were higher chances of human errors,
traditional and post-facto analysis was conducted on sample datasets
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Process after ignio - Takes minutes or hours, no scope of human errors, advanced
analysis and continuous monitoring is conducted on the entire data

HOW

does ignio cognitive procurement work?
It works as an independent continuous monitoring solution and provides
organizations the ability to explore, monitor and intercept the procurement behavior
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is ignio Cognitive Procurement?
It is a virtual procurement analyst which helps organizations transition from postfacto spend analysis to real-time spend monitoring
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WHERE

is ignio Cognitive Procurement used?
It is used along with eProcurement, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or HomeGrown solutions. It consumes raw transaction data from such systems as input and
generates cognitive insights as output
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WHO are the key stakeholders of ignio Cognitive Procurement?
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For more information, visit digitate.com/
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